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‘Abu-Ghazaleh Information 
Technology International’ 
Participates in RL4Eng 
Meetings in Germany

SAINT AUGUSTIN, Germany - Talal 
Abu-Ghazaleh Information Technology 
International (TAG-ITI), a member 
of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.
Global), has participated in the 
workshops and meetings of the RL4Eng 
Project which focuses on establishing 
remote and virtual laboratories for 
teaching and training engineering 
students in higher education institutions 
in South Mediterranean and Sub-
Saharan regions. The event was 
organized by the Hochschule Bonn-
Rhein-Sieg University of Applied 
Sciences (HBRS) in Germany.

TAG-ITI’s participation comes as part 
of its role in participating in the RL4Eng 
Project, funded by the European Union 
within the Erasmus+ Program.
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Abu-Ghazaleh Mourns Palestinian Gaza Martyrs including TAG.Global’s 
Gaza Office Members 
AMMAN - HE Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh, chairman and founder 
of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global 
(TAG.Global), has mourned the 
Palestinian martyrs of the Israeli 
massacres in Gaza and the other 
martyrs of the ongoing Israeli 
aggression in the West Bank. 

Since the beginning of the Israeli aggression on October 7, 2023, until last night, Gaza 
figures reveal more than 5,087 martyrs, over 40% out of them are children and 30% 
are women, in addition to more than 1,500 still under the rubble of their demolished 
homes, and 15,237 Palestinians wounded. That is in addition to the destruction of nearly 
165,000 residential units; approximately 50% of the total residential units in the Gaza 
Strip, and more than 1.4 million people were displaced inside Gaza.

The RL4Eng Project aims at supporting cooperation between higher education 
institutions in the southern Mediterranean, sub-Saharan, and Europe in the field of 
engineering education, implemented by the Yarmouk University in collaboration 
with 15 academic and industrial partners from Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Tanzania, 
Germany, and Spain.

During the four-day program, several workshops were organized including an 
introduction sessions on remote laboratories. Additionally, field tours in the 
University’s campus and laboratories were conducted for the project members and 
students, as well as a visit to the Digital Center in Bonn to introduce startup projects. 
The Project’s Consortium convened a meeting with all project partners, to discuss 
the project’s achievements, as well as the steps for establishing remote laboratories 
in Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, and Tanzania.

For his part, TAG-ITI representative, Mr. Rami As’ad, Innovative media and digital 
marketing Manager expressed the Organization’s pride in being part of the RL4Eng 
Project’s leaders and effective participants, highlighting TAG-ITI’s contribution 
in designing and developing the Project’s website and Portal as well as launching 
its social media accounts on Facebook and LinkedIn, to effectively contribute 
to promoting the Project’s mission and activities. He further noted that TAG-ITI 
developed the Project’s Visual Identity, as several promotional materials that could 
be used during the Project’s activities by all partners. 

For further information about the project, visit the websites: www.tagiti.com 
https://www.rl4eng.com
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Furthermore, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh mourned the family of Mr. Jamil Hafeth Al-Masri 
(Al-Masri family), the professional services manager in TAG.Global Gaza office, who 
was martyred, with 29 members of his family, including his wife, son, daughter, and 
grandchildren, in a direct bombardment of his home in Rafah on October 16, 2023.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh also mourned the Executive Director of TAG.Global Gaza, Mr. Munir 
Hasan for the martyrdom of his sister Wisam Muhammad Ali Hasan ‘Um Saadallah 
Skik’ (Al-Hasan and Al-Skik families), who, along with 17 family members, including 
her husband, their children, daughter, and grandchildren from the Skik family, lost 
their lives in a direct bombing of the family’s home in Gaza.

It is worth mentioning that the Israeli enemy has targeted the building where TAG.
Global offices are located in Gaza city in an airstrike on October 21, 2023, noting 
that the offices had previously been targeted in multiple attacks and were completely 
destroyed in the Israeli aggression on Gaza in 2021.

“Despite the great pain and sorrow for the victims of the Zionist crimes, I believe that 
what is happening now is the beginning of the battle for liberation and the realization 
of the historic and national rights of the Palestinian people, as well as the end of the 
Zionist occupation,” Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh said.

Jordan’s Ambassador to Lebanon Receives Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
BEIRUT – Jordan’s 
Ambassador to Lebanon 
HE Mr. Waleed Al 
Hadid has received 
in his office HE Dr. 
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, 
founder and chairman 
of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Global (TAG.Global) 
accompanied by  TAG.
Global Representative 
in Lebanon Mr. Burhan 
Al Ashkar to discuss 
various issues including 
the current situation in 
Lebanon and the region. 

During the meeting, Mr. 
Al Hadid praised Dr. 
Abu-Ghazaleh’s efforts 
in Lebanon mainly in the 
fields of education and 

digital transformation.

For his part, Dr. Abu-
Ghazaleh expressed his 
appreciation for the vital 
role of the Jordanian 
Embassy in Beirut and 
its members in serving 

the Jordanians and their 
businesses in the country 
in accordance with the 
directives of His Majesty 
King Abdullah II, and 
he congratulated them 
on moving to the new 
Embassy building.
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UNRWA in Jordan and Abu-Ghazaleh discuss new cooperation programs 
to support Palestine Refugees
A new initiative launched by Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global Digital Group
Amman - The Chairman 
and Founder of Talal 
Abu-Ghazaleh Global 
Group, His Excellency 
Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, 
during his visit to the 
offices of the United 
Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine 
Refugees (UNRWA) in 
Jordan, discussed ways to 
enhance joint cooperation 
in many important fields. 
The talks centered 
on several proposals 
and directions that 
reflect Abu-Ghazaleh’s 
firm commitment in 
supporting Palestine 
refugees.

Mr. Olaf Becker, 
Director of UNRWA 
Affairs in Jordan, said 
during his meeting 
with Abu-Ghazaleh 
that UNRWA seeks to 
modernize its services 
to Palestine refugees, 
noting that this year the 
e-UNRWA platform 
was launched enabling 
Palestine Refugees to 
update their details and 
register online. This 
facilitates their access 
to the services available 
at the agency including, 
education, health, relief, 

social services, and 
microfinance, in addition 
to ensuring that they 
preserve their rights 
and the rights of their 
children as refugees 
from Palestine and in 
accordance with United 
Nations resolutions. 

Mr. Becker pointed out 
that the “All for Palestine 
Association”, which was 
founded by Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh, constituted a 
wonderful initiative to 
showcase the positive 
contributions to society 
of Palestinians around the 
world. 

His Excellency Dr. Abu-
Ghazaleh affirmed his 
support for UNRWA’s 
humanitarian efforts 
in serving Palestine 

refugees, noting that he 
personally graduated 
from university with 
a scholarship from 
UNRWA, for which he 
always feels grateful.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh 
outlined the support 
provided by Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Global Group 
to Palestine refugees, 
including the one million 
master’s scholarship 
offered by Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Global Digital 
University in the 
specialties of (artificial 
intelligence, information 
technology, digital 
marketing, intellectual 
property, and supply chain 
management), with the 
objective to be provided 
to more than one million 
Palestine refugees.
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His Excellency Abu 
Ghazaleh, pointed 
out that the “All for 
Palestine Association” 
is a unique and 
unparalleled association, 
as it is neither for profit 
nor political, and its 
establishment came with 
the aim of documenting 
Palestinian creativity 
and achievements around 
the world, noting that 
the number of registered 
people on the All for 

Palestine website is 
(10,000) around the 
world. While the number 
of registered Palestinian 
inventors exceeded 
(5000).

The attendees stressed 
cooperation in 
supporting UNRWA’s 
mission in documenting 
Palestine refugee data 
and UNRWA’s vital role 
in that. The meeting 
witnessed praise for the 

services provided by 
Abu-Ghazaleh through 
the positions he held at 
the United Nations.

The meeting, hosted 
by UNRWA, was 
attended by experts and 
specialists from both 
sides in the fields of 
education, relief, social 
services, documentation, 
registration and media 
staff.

Abu-Ghazaleh Hosts Shenyang Normal University Delegation to 
Strengthen Educational and Cultural Cooperation
AMMAN – HE Dr. Talal 
Abu-Ghazaleh, founder 
and chairman of TAG.
Global, has welcomed at 
his office in Amman, a 
delegation from Shenyang 
Normal University 
(SYNU), led by its 
President, Dr. Yang Song. 
The delegation included 
Mr. John Wei, the Dean of 
the International Studies 
Faculty, Mr. LI Hang, 
the Dean of the Software 
School, and Ms. HU Bo, 
the Deputy Director of the 
International Exchange and 
Cooperation Department.

The purpose of the visit was 
to review the achievements 
and challenges of the past 
years and to discuss the 

future plans for enhancing 
Chinese language 
teaching, cultural events, 
and key programs of the 
Confucius Foundation in 
China. The delegation also 
visited several prominent 
educational sites in Jordan.

During the meeting, Dr. 
Abu-Ghazaleh expressed 
his gratitude and pride 
for having a long-lasting 
partnership with Shenyang 

Normal University since 
2008, when they signed 
an agreement to establish 
the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Confucius Institute (TAG-
Confucius). He recalled that 
he had the honor to attend 
the graduation ceremony 
of more than 15,000 
students at Shenyang 
Normal University in 2009 
and he hoped to repeat 
this experience in the near 
future.
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Dr. Abu Ghazaleh also 
highlighted that TAG.
Global is a leader in 
training and education in 
the Arab World and that 
TAGEPEDIA, its online 
education platform, is an 
outstanding model for 
delivering quality courses. 
He proposed to add the 
TAGEPEDIA platform 
programs and courses 
offered in English at 
SYNU for graduate and 
undergraduate students, 
such as computer science, 
AI, chemistry, and law. 
The two parties also 
agreed to add Chinese 
MOOC courses to the 
TAGEPEDIA platform, 
with Dr. Yang Song 
mentioning that there are 
many Chinese MOOC 
courses available that 
SYNU is willing to share 
with TAGEPEDIA.

Dr. Yang Song and her 
staff praised the efforts 

and support of Dr. Abu-
Ghazaleh for promoting 
educational and cultural 
exchange between China 
and Jordan. She also 
thanked TAG-Confucius 
Institute’s administration 
for their highly professional 
performance during the last 
15 years, confirming that 
the development of TAG-
Confucius Institute should 
be aligned with “The 
Belt and Road Initiative” 
development strategy 
and should foster more 
extensive and in-depth 
cooperation in education 
and culture between the 
two countries.

TAG-Confucius Institute
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Confucius Institute was 
established in September 
2008 to promote the Chinese 
language and culture, in 
order to reach a better 
mutual understanding 
between Arab and Chinese 

cultures. This is one-of-
a-kind initiative based on 
the cooperation agreement 
between Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Global (TAG.
Global) and the Confucius 
Institute in China.

Shenyang Normal 
University 
Shenyang Normal 
University was established 
in 1951 in Liaoning 
Province as a university 
specialized in teacher 
training which made it 
one of the first specialized 
universities in northern 
China. The university 
teaches many majors 
including science, 
literature, teaching, and 
administrative sciences. 
Shenyang Normal 
University missions 
Chinese teachers to the 
TAG-Confucius Institute 
according to the highest 
standards of competency 
and professionalism.
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For more information, please contact us on the following:
P.O. Box: 921100 Amman 11192 Jordan 

Tel: + (962) - 6 - 5100 600  |  Fax: + (962) - 6 - 5100 601 
Email: info@tag-gu.global  |  website: www.tag-gu.global
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